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engineering. The papers highlighted in this editorial concern various aspects of non-invasive diagnostics,
including such topics as the condition assessments of civil and mechanical structures and the connections
of structural elements, the inspection of cultural heritage monuments, the testing of structural materials,
structural health monitoring systems, the integration of non-destructive testing methods, advanced signal
processing for the non-destructive testing of structures (NDT), damage detection and damage imaging, as
well as modeling and numerical analyses for supporting structural health monitoring (SHM) systems.
Discover Sociology - William J. Chambliss 2016-12-02
Discover Sociology explores sociology as a discipline of curious minds, with the theoretical, conceptual, and
empirical tools needed to understand, analyze, and even change the world. Organized around the four main
themes of The Sociological Imagination, Power and Inequality, Technological Transformations of Society,
and Globalization, every chapter in the book illuminates the social roots of diverse phenomena and
institutions
Computer Algebra in Scientific Computing - François Boulier 2020-10-17
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 22nd International Workshop on Computer Algebra in
Scientific Computing, CASC 2020, held in Linz, Austria, in September 2020. The conference was held
virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 34 full papers presented together with 2 invited talks were
carefully reviewed and selected from 41 submissions. They deal with cutting-edge research in all major
disciplines of computer algebra. The papers cover topics such as polynomial algebra, symbolic and
symbolic-numerical computation, applications of symbolic computation for investigating and solving
ordinary differential equations, applications of CAS in the investigation and solution of celestial mechanics
problems, and in mechanics, physics, and robotics.
Improving Teaching through Observation and Feedback - Alyson L. Lavigne 2015-02-11
In response to Race to the Top, schools nationwide are rapidly overhauling their teacher evaluation
processes. Often forced to develop and implement these programs without adequate extra-institutional
support or relevant experience, already-taxed administrators need accessible and practical resources.
Improving Teaching through Observation and Feedback brings cutting-edge research and years of practical
experience directly to those who need them. In five concise chapters, Thomas Good and Alyson Lavigne
briefly outline the history of RttT and then move quickly and authoritatively to a discussion of best
practices. This book is a perfect resource for administrators reworking their processes for new evaluation
guidelines.
CTET Success Master Maths & Science Paper-2 for Class 6 to 8 2020 - Arihant Experts 2020-01-02
Throughout the world, teaching is looked at as one of the most respected and noble profession a person
could have. A great teacher not only shows the right path that a student should follow but also prepares the
human resources for the further development of the nation. Among various exams CTET is the most popular
teaching exam in the country. Central Teaching Eligibility Test (CTET) is a national level test conducted by
CBSE twice a year to recruit the eligible candidates as teacher. The exam is conducted into 2 papers: Paper
1 for class 1-5 and Paper 2 for class 6-8. Any candidate who is interested to become a teacher for classes 6
to 8 then they have to appear for both the papers. The new the edition of Study Guide ‘Success Master
CTET Mathematics and Science Paper – II’ has been prepared completely on the latest exam pattern. The
book has been divided into 5 key sections and further divided into chapters providing the focused study

Rational Numbers to Linear Equations - Hung-Hsi Wu 2020-06-18
This is the first of three volumes that, together, give an exposition of the mathematics of grades 9–12 that is
simultaneously mathematically correct and grade-level appropriate. The volumes are consistent with
CCSSM (Common Core State Standards for Mathematics) and aim at presenting the mathematics of K–12
as a totally transparent subject. The present volume begins with fractions, then rational numbers, then
introductory geometry that can make sense of the slope of a line, then an explanation of the correct use of
symbols that makes sense of “variables”, and finally a systematic treatment of linear equations that explains
why the graph of a linear equation in two variables is a straight line and why the usual solution method for
simultaneous linear equations “by substitutions” is correct. This book should be useful for current and
future teachers of K–12 mathematics, as well as for some high school students and for education
professionals.
Race, Class, and Affirmative Action - Sigal Alon 2015-11-17
No issue in American higher education is more contentious than that of race-based affirmative action. In
light of the ongoing debate around the topic and recent Supreme Court rulings, affirmative action policy
may be facing further changes. As an alternative to race-based affirmative action, some analysts suggest
affirmative action policies based on class. In Race, Class, and Affirmative Action, sociologist Sigal Alon
studies the race-based affirmative action policies in the United States. and the class-based affirmative
action policies in Israel. Alon evaluates how these different policies foster campus diversity and
socioeconomic mobility by comparing the Israeli policy with a simulated model of race-based affirmative
action and the U.S. policy with a simulated model of class-based affirmative action. Alon finds that
affirmative action at elite institutions in both countries is a key vehicle of mobility for disenfranchised
students, whether they are racial and ethnic minorities or socioeconomically disadvantaged. Affirmative
action improves their academic success and graduation rates and leads to better labor market outcomes.
The beneficiaries of affirmative action in both countries thrive at elite colleges and in selective fields of
study. As Alon demonstrates, they would not be better off attending less selective colleges instead. Alon
finds that Israel’s class-based affirmative action programs have provided much-needed entry slots at the
elite universities to students from the geographic periphery, from high-poverty high schools, and from poor
families. However, this approach has not generated as much ethnic diversity as a race-based policy would.
By contrast, affirmative action policies in the United States have fostered racial and ethnic diversity at a
level that cannot be matched with class-based policies. Yet, class-based policies would do a better job at
boosting the socioeconomic diversity at these bastions of privilege. The findings from both countries
suggest that neither race-based nor class-based models by themselves can generate broad diversity.
According to Alon, the best route for promoting both racial and socioeconomic diversity is to embed the
consideration of race within class-based affirmative action. Such a hybrid model would maximize the
mobility benefits for both socioeconomically disadvantaged and minority students. Race, Class, and
Affirmative Action moves past political talking points to offer an innovative, evidence-based perspective on
the merits and feasibility of different designs of affirmative action.
Non-Destructive Testing of Structures - Magdalena Rucka 2021-02-16
The Special Issue “Non-Destructive Testing of Structures” has been proposed to present the recent
developments in the field of the diagnostics of structural materials and components in civil and mechanical
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material. After covering theoretical part this book also concentrates on the practice part, it provides
Previous Years’ Solved Paper, 2 practice sets and more than 3000 MCQs for thorough practice. Ample
numbers of questions have been given which are covered in a Chapterwise manner that allows candidates
to understand the trend of the questions as well as the exam. This book will prove to be highly useful for the
CTET Paper 2 exam as it will help in achieving the good rank in the exam. TABLE OF CONTENT Solved
Paper 2019 (December), Solved Paper 2019 (July), Solved Paper 2018 (December), Solved Paper 2016
(September), Child Development and Pedagogy, English Language and Pedagogy, Hindi Bhasha evm
Shiksha Shastra, Mathematics and Pedagogy, Science and Pedagogy, Practice Sets (1-2).
Mathematical Analysis and its Applications - P. N. Agrawal 2015-08-22
This book discusses recent developments in and the latest research on mathematics, statistics and their
applications. All contributing authors are eminent academics, scientists, researchers and scholars in their
respective fields, hailing from around the world. The book presents roughly 60 unpublished, high-quality
and peer-reviewed research papers that cover a broad range of areas including approximation theory,
harmonic analysis, operator theory, fixed-point theory, functional differential equations, dynamical and
control systems, complex analysis, special functions, function spaces, summability theory, Fourier and
wavelet analysis, and numerical analysis – all of which are topics of great interest to the research
community – while further papers highlight important applications of mathematical analysis in science,
engineering and related areas. This conference aims at bringing together experts and young researchers in
mathematics from all over the world to discuss the latest advances in mathematical analysis and at
promoting the exchange of ideas in various applications of mathematics in engineering, physics and
biology. This conference encourages international collaboration and provides young researchers an
opportunity to learn about the current state of the research in their respective fields.
The Education Invasion - Joy Pullmann 2017-03-14
Most Americans had no idea what Common Core was in 2013, according to polls. But it had been creeping
into schools nationwide over the previous three years, and children were feeling its effects. They cried over
math homework so mystifying their parents could not help them, even in elementary school. They read
motley assortments of “informational text” instead of classic literature. They dreaded the high-stakes tests,
in unfamiliar formats, that were increasingly controlling their classrooms. How did this latest and most
sweeping “reform” of American education come in mostly under the radar? Joy Pullmann started tugging on
a thread of reports from worried parents and frustrated teachers, and it led to a big tangle of history and
politics, intrigue and arrogance. She unwound it to discover how a cabal of private foundation honchos and
unelected public officials cooked up a set of rules for what American children must learn in core K–12
classes, and how the Obama administration pressured states to adopt them. Thus a federalized education
scheme took root, despite legal prohibitions against federal involvement in curriculum. Common Core and
its testing regime were touted as “an absolute game-changer in public education,” yet the evidence so far
suggests that kids are actually learning less under it. Why, then, was such a costly and disruptive agenda
imposed on the nation’s schools? Who benefits? And how can citizens regain local self-governance in
education, so their children’s minds will be fed a more nourishing intellectual diet and be protected from
the experiments of emboldened bureaucrats? The Education Invasion offers answers and remedies.
Mathematics for Social Justice - Gizem Karaali 2021-11-15
Mathematics for Social Justice: Focusing on Quantitative Reasoning and Statistics offers a collection of
resources for mathematics faculty interested in incorporating questions of social justice into their
classrooms. The book comprises seventeen classroom-tested modules featuring ready-to-use activities and
investigations for college mathematics and statistics courses. The modules empower students to study
issues of social justice and to see the power and limitations of mathematics in real-world contexts of deep
concern. The primary focus is on classroom activities where students can ask their own questions, find and
analyze real data, apply mathematical ideas themselves, and draw their own conclusions. Module topics in
the book focus on technical content that could support courses in quantitative reasoning or introductory
statistics. Social themes include electoral issues, environmental justice, equity/inequity, human rights, and
racial justice, including topics such as gentrification, partisan gerrymandering, policing, and more. The
volume editors are leaders of the national movement to include social justice material in mathematics
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teaching and jointly edited the earlier AMS-MAA volume, Mathematics for Social Justice: Resources for the
College Classroom. Gizem Karaali is Professor of Mathematics at Pomona College. She is a past chair of the
Special Interest Group of the MAA on Quantitative Literacy (SIGMAA-QL). She is one of the founding
editors of The Journal of Humanistic Mathematics, senior editor of Numeracy, and an associate editor for
The Mathematical Intelligencer; she also serves on the editorial board of the MAA's Classroom Resource
Materials series. Lily Khadjavi is Professor and Chair of Mathematics at Loyola Marymount University and
is a past co-chair of the Infinite Possibilities Conference. In 2020 she was appointed by the California State
Attorney General to the Racial and Identity Profiling Act Board, which works with the California
Department of Justice. She currently serves on the editorial board of the MAA's Spectrum series and the
Human Resources Advisory Committee for the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley.
EHF Math Olympiad Solved Question Paper Class 6 (2014) - EHF Learning Media Pvt Ltd
This will help the aspirants to assess the pattern of the real examination paper, practice and prepare for
cracking the top ranks.
Advances in Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing - Antonio Celesti 2016-04-26
This volume contains the technical papers presented in the seven high-quality workshops associated with
the European Conference on Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing, ESOCC 2015, held in Taormina, Italy,
in September 2015: Third International Workshop on Cloud for IoT (CLloT 2015), 5th International
Workshop on Adaptive Services for the Future Internet (WAS4FI 2015), Second Workshop on Seamless
Adaptive Multi-cloud Management of Service-Based Applications (SeaClouds 2015), First International
Workshop on Cloud Adoption and Migration (CloudWay 2015), First International Workshop on Digital
Enterprise Architecture and Engineering (IDEA 2015), First Workshop on Federated Cloud Networking
(FedCloudNet 2015). Abstracts of the presentations held at the European Projects Forum (EU Projects
2015) are included in the back matter of this volume. The 25 full papers and 6 short papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 48 submissions. They focus on specific topics in service-oriented and cloud
computing domains such as limits and /or advantages of existing cloud solutions, Future Internet
technologies, efficient and adaptive deployment and management of service-based applications across
multiple clouds, novel cloud service migration practices and solutions, digitization of enterprises in the
cloud computing era, federated cloud networking services.
CTET Success Master Maths and Science Paper 2 for Class 6 to 8 for 2021 Exams - Arihant Experts
2021-05-26
1.Success Master Study Guides focus in the preparation of CTET teaching Exam 2.This book deals with
CTET Mathematics and Science Paper – 2 (Classes 6-8) 3.Divided into 5 main Sections completely prepared
on the latest exam pattern. 4.Provides Previous years’ Solved Papers, 2 Practice Sets and more than 3000
MCQs are given for thorough practice. CTET provides you with an opportunity to make a mark as an
educator while teaching in Central Government School. Prepared as per National Curriculum Framework,
here’s representing the updated edition of “Success Master CTET Mathematics & Science Paper II (Class
VI-VIII)” that serves as a study guide for the candidates who are willing to appear for the exam this year.
The book provides focused study material dividing the entire syllabus into 5 majors providing the complete
coverage. With more than 3000 MCQs are provided for the quick revision of the concepts. Chapterwise
coverage of the previous Years questions along with the Trend Analysis help aspirants for better
preparation. Lastly, Solved Paper 2021 & 2 Practice Sets are given leaving no stones untouched.
Preparation done from this book proves to be highly useful for CTET Paper 1 in achieving good rank in the
exam. TOC Solved Paper 2021 (January), Solved Paper 2019 (December), Solved Paper 2019 (July), Solved
Paper 2018 (December), Solved Paper 2016 (September), Child Development and Pedagogy, English
Language and Pedagogy, Hindi Bhasha evm Shiksha-shastra, Mathematics and Pedagogy, Science and
Pedagogy, Practice Sets (1-2).
Progress in Cryptology – INDOCRYPT 2017 - Arpita Patra 2017-12-02
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Cryptology in India,
INDOCRYPT 2017, held in Chennai, India, in December 2017. The 19 revised full papers presented in this
book were carefully reviewed and selected from 75 submissions. The focus of the conference includes
works on Public-Key Cryptography, Cryptographic Protocols, Side-Channel Attacks, Implementation of
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Cryptographic Schemes, Functional Encryption, Symmetric-Key Cryptanalysis, Foundations, and New
Cryptographic Constructions.
Intelligent Computing and Applications - Durbadal Mandal 2015-02-23
The idea of the 1st International Conference on Intelligent Computing and Applications (ICICA 2014) is to
bring the Research Engineers, Scientists, Industrialists, Scholars and Students together from in and around
the globe to present the on-going research activities and hence to encourage research interactions between
universities and industries. The conference provides opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas,
applications and experiences, to establish research relations and to find global partners for future
collaboration. The proceedings covers latest progresses in the cutting-edge research on various research
areas of Image, Language Processing, Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, Machine Learning, Data
Mining and Computational Life Sciences, Management of Data including Big Data and Analytics,
Distributed and Mobile Systems including Grid and Cloud infrastructure, Information Security and Privacy,
VLSI, Electronic Circuits, Power Systems, Antenna, Computational fluid dynamics & Heat transfer,
Intelligent Manufacturing, Signal Processing, Intelligent Computing, Soft Computing, Bio-informatics, Bio
Computing, Web Security, Privacy and E-Commerce, E-governance, Service Orient Architecture, Data
Engineering, Open Systems, Optimization, Communications, Smart wireless and sensor Networks, Smart
Antennae, Networking and Information security, Machine Learning, Mobile Computing and Applications,
Industrial Automation and MES, Cloud Computing, Green IT, IT for Rural Engineering, Business
Computing, Business Intelligence, ICT for Education for solving hard problems, and finally to create
awareness about these domains to a wider audience of practitioners.
Debunk This! - Matt Palumbo 2019-08-20
Countless studies have proven that over 90 percent of Trump-related news coverage is negative, and the
percentage of journalists that identify as Republicans are in the single digits. When liberals are running the
show, you can bet that their narrative has gone unchallenged. If you tell a lie long enough people will begin
to believe it, and that’s certainly the case with so many liberal myths that have become accepted as
conventional wisdom. In this book you’ll learn, among many other facts: What happened to non-gun mass
killings when Australia enacted strict gun control.The truth about “Scandinavian socialism.”How Obama
twisted the numbers to appear tough on immigration.Why Mexico has stricter immigration laws than the
US.How Bill Clinton faked the “Clinton surplus.”That the US doesn’t have the majority of the world’s mass
shootings.Why statistics claiming that illegal aliens commit fewer crimes than the general public are
bogus.The countless lies the media simply made up about the Trump administration.If you’re in need of
ammunition to shoot down liberal lies, this is the book for you.
Common Sense about Common Core - Jim Dueck 2016-02-02
Common Sense about Common Core breaks down everything you need to know about the Common Core,
from how it was implemented to where we are now. This book will show that Common Core is a necessary
initiative for achieving America’s Race to the Top.
Teaching Kids to Thrive - Debbie Silver 2017-04-07
There’s more to student success than standards and test scores... The modern view of student achievement
focuses on high test scores, higher standards, and racing to the top. Thrive skills fit with new ESSA
requirements to go beyond basic academic measurements in order to equip students for lifelong success.
Debbie Silver and Dedra Stafford present a practical handbook that guides teachers and parents in
fostering learners who are socially and emotionally healthy and prepared to undertake future challenges.
Through practical examples, precise strategies, and specific tools this book demonstrates how to empower
learners in areas that include: Using mindfulness strategies to help students tap their inner strengths
Learning to self-regulate and control other executive brain functions Developing growth mindsets along
with perseverance and resilience Cultivating a sense of responsibility, honesty, and integrity Encouraging a
capacity for empathy and gratitude Grounded in decades of psychological research, Teaching Kids to Thrive
merges academic, social, and self-skills to stimulate personal and school achievement. Read chapter 3
Download the free poster
Children's Competencies Development in the Home Learning Environment - Frank Niklas
2021-08-02
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Woodcock-Johnson IV - Nancy Mather 2016-01-26
Includes online access to new, customizable WJ IV score tables, graphs, and forms for clinicians WoodcockJohnson IV: Reports, Recommendations, and Strategies offers psychologists, clinicians, and educators an
essential resource for preparing and writing psychological and educational reports after administering the
Woodcock-Johnson IV. Written by Drs. Nancy Mather and Lynne E. Jaffe, this text enhances comprehension
and use of this instrument and its many interpretive features. This book offers helpful information for
understanding and using the WJ IV scores, provides tips to facilitate interpretation of test results, and
includes sample diagnostic reports of students with various educational needs from kindergarten to the
postsecondary level. The book also provides a wide variety of recommendations for cognitive abilities; oral
language; and the achievement areas of reading, written language, and mathematics. It also provides
guidelines for evaluators and recommendations focused on special populations, such as sensory
impairments, autism, English Language Learners, and gifted and twice exceptional students, as well as
recommendations for the use of assistive technology. The final section provides descriptions of the
academic and behavioral strategies mentioned in the reports and recommendations. The unique access
code included with each book allows access to downloadable, easy-to-customize score tables, graphs, and
forms. This essential guide Facilitates the use and interpretation of the WJ IV Tests of Cognitive Abilities,
Tests of Oral Language, and Tests of Achievement Explains scores and various interpretive features Offers
a variety of types of diagnostic reports Provides a wide variety of educational recommendations and
evidence-based strategies
Mathematical Fluid Dynamics, Present and Future - Yoshihiro Shibata 2016-12-01
This volume presents original papers ranging from an experimental study on cavitation jets to an up-to-date
mathematical analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations for free boundary problems, reflecting topics featured
at the International Conference on Mathematical Fluid Dynamics, Present and Future, held 11–14
November 2014 at Waseda University in Tokyo. The contributions address subjects in one- and two-phase
fluid flows, including cavitation, liquid crystal flows, plasma flows, and blood flows. Written by
internationally respected experts, these papers highlight the connections between mathematical,
experimental, and computational fluid dynamics. The book is aimed at a wide readership in mathematics
and engineering, including researchers and graduate students interested in mathematical fluid dynamics.
The Spectator - 1918
A weekly review of politics, literature, theology, and art.
Evidence Matters - 2014
Higher Education in Austerity Europe - Jon Nixon 2017-09-21
The financial crisis of 2007/2008 prompted governments across Europe to adopt austerity measures aimed
at the reduction of their escalating budget deficits. Higher Education in Austerity Europe explores how the
resulting cuts in public expenditure - together with the increasing reliance on the privatisation of services have impacted on higher education directly through the reduction of public sector provision and indirectly
as a result of the social and political consequences of that reduction. Moreover, it explores how the effects
of these economic policies have differed markedly across the national regions of Europe, with the result
that inequality has increased significantly both within and between national regions, and this, in turn, has
led to social and political dislocation within and across communities. It is only by viewing higher education
within this broader context that we can begin to understand the full implications of the austerity measures
introduced over the last ten years. Jon Nixon draws together leading scholars to delve into the complexity
of impact and response generated by these measures. Part 1 focuses on cross-European perspectives; Part
2 on the impact of austerity measures within national systems; and Part 3 on new perspectives and
possibilities. The volume also includes considered responses from 'outsiders' by academics located in Asia,
Australia, and the USA, providing an additional dimension to the analysis. As well as analysing the full
impact of austerity measures across some of the worst hit national regions of Europe, the contributors also
identifying openings and possibilities for renewal.
CTET Mathematics & Science 9 Year-wise Solved Papers 1 & 2 - Disha Experts 2019-10-21
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Agency - Ian V. Rowe 2022-05-16
Every child in America deserves to know that a path to a successful life exists and that they have the power
to follow it. But many never set foot on that path because they grow up hearing the message that systemic
forces control their destinies, or that they are at fault for everything that has gone wrong in their lives.
These children often come from difficult circumstances. Many are raised by young, single parents, live in
disadvantaged neighborhoods, attend substandard schools, and lack the moral safeguards of religious and
civic institutions. As a result, they can be dispirited into cycles of learned helplessness rather than inspired
to pursue their own possibilities. Yet this phenomenon is not universal. Some children thrive where others
do not. Why? Are there personal behaviors and institutional supports that have proven to make a difference
in helping young people chart a course for their futures? Agency answers with a loud and clear “yes!” This
book describes four pillars that can uplift every young person as they make the passage into adulthood:
Family, Religion, Education, and Entrepreneurship. Together, these pillars embody the true meaning of
freedom, wherein people are motivated to embrace the ennobling responsibilities of building healthy social
structures and shaping the outcomes of their own lives. For that reason, Ian Rowe calls the four pillars the
FREE framework. With this framework in place, children are empowered to develop agency, which Rowe
defines as the force of one’s free will, guided by moral discernment. Developing agency is the alternative to
the debilitating ‘blame-the-system’ and ‘blame-the-victim’ narratives. It transcends our political differences
and beckons all who dare to envision lives unshackled by present realities. In addition to making the case
for agency, Rowe shares his personal story of success coming from an immigrant family. He defends
America as an ever-improving country worthy of our esteem. He corrects misguided calls for “anti-racism”
and “equity,” and champions a game plan for creating new agents of agency, dedicated to promoting the
aspirational spirit of America’s children, and showing them the path that will set them FREE.
Race, Class, and Choice in Latino/a Higher Education - Sarah M Ovink 2016-11-12
This book is an in-depth study which examines the lives of fifty ambitious Latino/a high school seniors in the
San Francisco East Bay Area, following their entrance into college and career pathways over several years.
This book examines the social forces that contributed to near-universal college attendance among these
mostly low-income Latinos/as, all of whom attended fairly typical public schools. In an era of increased
economic insecurity, decreased funding for schools, and rising college tuition, this book provides a
balanced look at the individual choices and systemic constraints influencing today’s “college-for-all”
orientation, while pointing the way toward possibilities for making college pathways smoother for all.
Research for Educational Change - Jill Adler 2016-06-17
Research for Educational Change presents ways in which educational research can fulfil its commitments to
educational practice. Focussing its discussion within the context of mathematics education, it argues that
while research-generated insights can have beneficial effects on learning and teaching, the question of how
these effects are to be generated and sustained is far from evident. The question of how to turn research
into educational improvement is discussed here in the context of learning and teaching hindered by poverty
and social injustice. In the first part of the book, four teams of researchers use different methodologies
while analysing the same corpus of data, collected in a South African mathematics classroom. In the second
part, each of these teams makes a specific proposal about what can be done and how so that its researchgenerated insights have a tangible, beneficial impact on what is happening in mathematical classrooms.
Combining two discourses – that of researchers speaking to one another, and that of researchers
communicating their insights to those responsible for educational practice – the book deals with the
perenial question of communication between those who study educational processes and those who are
directly responsible for teacher education, educational research and classroom practices. This book will be
key reading for postgraduates, researchers and academics in education and particularly in the areas of
mathematics education, education research, teacher education and classroom practice. It will also appeal to
teacher educators, practitioners and undergraduate students interested in educational research.
Teaching Mathematics Creatively - Linda Pound 2015-04-24
This new and updated edition of Teaching Mathematics Creatively offers a range of strategies to enable
trainee and practising teachers to take an innovative, playful and creative approach to maths teaching. It
promotes creativity as a key element of practice and offers ideas to involve your students and develop
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knowledge, understanding and enjoyment. Exploring fresh approaches, this text explains the role of play in
bringing mathematics alive for children and teachers alike. It identifies the power of story-telling in
supporting mathematical thinking, examines cross-curricular teaching, and allows you to plan for teaching
creatively. Imaginative ideas, underpinned by the latest research and theory, include: Learning maths
outdoors - make more noise, make more mess or work on a larger scale Everyday maths - making sense of
the numbers, patterns, shapes and measures children see around them Music and maths – the role of
rhythm in learning, and music and pattern in maths Giant maths - how much food do you include on a giant
shopping list? Stimulating and accessible, with contemporary and cutting-edge practice at the forefront,
Teaching Mathematics Creatively includes a wealth of innovative ideas to enthuse teachers and enrich
maths teaching. This book is an essential purchase for any professional who wishes to embed creative
approaches to teaching in their classroom.
Berijazah Secara PJJ Di Malaysia Peluang, Cabaran, Ciri dan Gaya Pembelajaran Pelajar, dan Strategi
Kejayaan (Penerbit USM) - MD Noor Saleh
Segulung ijazah menjadi impian ramai. Tidak semua bernasib baik mendapatkannya secara saluran utama.
Tawaran PJJ (pendidikan jarak jauh) adalah peluang terbaik. Namun, mereka yang pastinya telah
mempunyai komitmen (bekerja dan/atau berkeluarga) tetapi masih menyimpan impian ini, tetap dibelenggu
pelbagai persoalan tentang PJJ. Apakah sebenarnya PJJ? Sesuaikah menjadi pelajar jarak jauh? Apakah ciriciri dan gaya pembelajaran seorang pelajar jarak jauh? Bagaimanakah proses pengajaran dan
pembelajarannya? Apakah cabaran yang harus ditempuhi? Mampukah PJJ ditempuhi dengan jayanya?
Bagaimanakah hendak diuruskan masa antara kerjaya dan pengajian? Apakah tip untuk berjaya dalam PJJ?
Semua persoalan ini dikupas dengan rapi di dalam buku ini. Sebagai perintis dalam PJJ di Malaysia, penulis
mengaplikasikan pengalaman dan kepakaran luas beliau dalam membincangkan tentang keseluruhan aspek
PJJ – variasi pengajaran PJJ, cabaran pembelajaran, ciri dan gaya pembelajaran pelajar dan juga strategi
kejayaan. Penulisan buku ini ditujukan khas untuk bakal pelajar dan pelajar jarak jauh institusi pengajian
tinggi Malaysia untuk berjaya dengan cemerlang. Buku ini juga relevan untuk panduan pelajar sepenuh
masa sistem konvensional di dalam kampus.
Mathematics and Computation in Music - Tom Collins 2015-06-15
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 5th International Conference on
Mathematics and Computation in Music, MCM 2015, held in London, UK, in June 2015. The 24 full papers
and 14 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 64 submissions. The papers
feature research that combines mathematics or computation with music theory, music analysis,
composition, and performance. They are organized in topical sections on notation and representation,
music generation, patterns, performance, similarity and contrast, post-tonal music analysis, geometric
approaches, deep learning, and scales.
Education in the United Arab Emirates - Kay Gallagher 2019-05-17
This book provides an overview of the evolution of education in the United Arab Emirates from its humble
beginnings in palm frond huts, to today’s proliferation of prestigious international schools and global
university branch campuses. The chapter authors are academic experts who have extensive first-hand
experience of contemporary developments in the country’s various educational sectors. The book addresses
innovations and transformations in Early Childhood Education, Higher Education, K-12 Schooling,
Language Education in Arabic and English, Quality Assurance, Special Needs, STEM Education, and
Teacher Education and Professional Development.
Teacher Education in Professional Learning Communities - Xuefeng Huang 2018-06-20
This book explores the unique experiences of a sister school network in Canada and China contextualized
through the lens of the Reciprocal Learning Project, which supports the relationship between a school
network and teacher education exchange program of two countries. Huang uses theoretical viewpoints
from teacher learning and comparative education research to analyse and interpret what has happened in
the emerging cross-cultural school network. The book juxtaposes teacher learning and comparative
education research from Shanghai and Ontario as teachers in the two places interact and provides detailed
descriptions of teacher collaboration to show how these collaborations were initiated, developed, and
sustained, as well as the impact brought about from these collaborations. The book offers a unique
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opportunity to examine how Canadian and Chinese teachers receive and react to opportunities of crosscultural collaboration and learning.
Effectiveness of teachers' guides in the Global South - Benjamin Piper 2018-05-10
This report presents the results of RTI International Education’s study on teachers' guides across 13
countries and 19 projects. Using quantitative and qualitative methods, we examine how teachers’ guides
across the projects differ and find substantial variation in the design and structure of the documents. We
develop a scripting index so that the scripting levels of the guides can be compared across projects. The
impact results of the programs that use teachers’ guides show significant impacts on learning outcomes,
associated with approximately an additional half year of learning, showing that structured teachers’ guides
contribute to improved learning outcomes. During observations, we find that teachers make a variety of
changes in their classroom instruction from how the guides are written, showing that the utilization of
structured teachers’ guides do not create robotic teachers unable to use their own professional skills to
teach children. Unfortunately, many changes that teachers make reduce the amount of group work and
interactivity that was described in the guides, suggesting that programs should encourage teachers to more
heavily utilize the instructional routines designed in the guide. The report includes a set of research-based
guidelines that material developers can use to develop teachers’ guides that will support effective
instructional practices and help improve learning outcomes. The key takeaway from the report is that
structured teachers' guides improve learning outcomes, but that overly scripted teachers' guides are
somewhat less effective than simplified teachers' guides that give specific guidance to the teacher but are
not written word for word for each lesson in the guide.
Count Girls In - Karen Panetta 2018-08-01
To succeed in science and tech fields today, girls don't have to change who they are. A girl who combines
her natural talents, interests, and dreams with STEM skills has a greater shot at a career she loves and a
salary she deserves. The authors present compelling research in a conversational, accessible style and
provide specific advice and takeaways for each stage of schooling from elementary school through college,
followed by comprehensive STEM resources. This isn't a book about raising competitive, test-acing girls in
lab coats; this is about raising happy, confident girls who realize the world of opportunities before them.
Thrive - Ben Wright 2018-05-16
Martha Boyne, Emily Clements and Ben Wright's Thrive: In your first three years in teaching equips trainee
secondary school teachers with the know-how to lay the foundations for a successful career in teaching,
long after the challenging first few years are over. Martha, Emily and Ben are thriving teachers. In Thrive
they share their personal experiences and demonstrate how you too can thrive during the tricky training
year, the daunting NQT year and the crucial RQT year. Using their collective insights, and plenty of
evidence-informed strategies and advice, they detail how you can get to grips with the classroom basics
from behaviour management and lesson planning to differentiation and providing for SEND and effectively
continue your professional development. This book is not just a survival manual to help teachers get
through their first three years in teaching. Nor is it an academic text that has been written by authors who
have only a distant memory of what it takes to stand in front of a class of teenagers for the first time. Thrive
is something very different. It gives both the aspiring and the newly qualified the support and guidance to
become a thriving teacher, and has been co-authored by three recently qualified teachers who in this book
invest their passion and practical knowledge to inspire and inform others who want to pursue enjoyable and
rewarding careers in teaching. Thrive is divided into three parts specifically detailing what can be expected
in the training year, NQT year and RQT year respectively with the authors' commentary threaded
throughout to demonstrate how the ideas discussed can be successfully put into practice. Their accounts
are also complemented by expert advice from two people who are at the very top of their profession, Lianne
Allison and Dr Simon Thompson, who provide wider perspectives drawn from a wealth of teaching
experience. Forty of the book's forty-six chapters begin with a checklist outlining what a developing teacher
is expected to do, and each chapter ends with a to-do list that can be used as a quick reference point to
structure the strategies implemented. These to-do lists are also followed by lists of suggested further
reading so that readers can delve deeper into topics and fields of research that they find particularly
interesting or relevant. Furthermore, the book offers helpful counsel on choosing the best training route as
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well as an in-depth analysis of the change in priorities for busy teachers as they progress: encouraging
constant reflection, outlining potential pathways and emphasising the importance of evidence-based
practice and how new teachers can, and should, incorporate this into their teaching. Rooted in practical
strategies and innovative ideas, Thrive is the essential guide for trainee secondary school teachers and
teacher trainers.
Convexity and Discrete Geometry Including Graph Theory - Karim Adiprasito 2016-05-02
This volume presents easy-to-understand yet surprising properties obtained using topological, geometric
and graph theoretic tools in the areas covered by the Geometry Conference that took place in Mulhouse,
France from September 7–11, 2014 in honour of Tudor Zamfirescu on the occasion of his 70th anniversary.
The contributions address subjects in convexity and discrete geometry, in distance geometry or with
geometrical flavor in combinatorics, graph theory or non-linear analysis. Written by top experts, these
papers highlight the close connections between these fields, as well as ties to other domains of geometry
and their reciprocal influence. They offer an overview on recent developments in geometry and its border
with discrete mathematics, and provide answers to several open questions. The volume addresses a large
audience in mathematics, including researchers and graduate students interested in geometry and
geometrical problems.
Last Bell - Carl Bistany 2015-11-05
In the mid-nineties, the Alfred Glickman School was just another failing school in one of America's most
violent cities. Then SABIS, a private, for-profit education provider, took over. Twenty years later, the school
is a six-time silver medalist in U.S. News & World Report's annual "America's Best High Schools" listing,
and every single graduate of the school has been offered a college place. With success of this magnitude,
you would think that for-profit managed charter schools like SABIS would be in high demand. On the
contrary, they are fought at every turn. Why is the idea of employing for-profit companies to help rescue
failing public schools treated with fear and hostility? Stranger still, why does a nation built on free
enterprise refuse to embrace a free market strategy when so many students and schools would clearly
benefit and with so much at stake? Last Bell is a book about politics, money and power. It examines the
charge that for-profits running charter schools are in it for the money, not the kids, and reveals the real
motives of those spreading these ideas and why they fight private sector involvement in public schools. Last
Bell is a reasonable voice in a polarized debate. It does not call for an end to public schools but rather
imagines a future in which private companies help create a competitive market for public education to
boost performance, turn derelict schools into centers of excellence and give parents even in the worst
neighborhoods real choice and their children a future.
Discover Sociology: Core Concepts - Daina S. Eglitis 2017-11-30
Discover Sociology: Core Concepts explores sociology as a discipline of curious minds, with the theoretical,
conceptual, and empirical tools needed to understand, analyze, and even change the world—all in a more
streamlined format. It is adapted from Discover Sociology, Third Edition and offers in-depth coverage of 12
high-priority topics that are at the core of almost all introductory sociology courses. Core Concepts
maintains its reader-friendly narrative and the hallmark themes of the parent book, including the unequal
distribution of power in society (“Inequality Matters”), the sociological imagination (“Private Lives, Public
Issues”), and career skills (“What Can I Do With a Sociology Degree?”). A new feature, “Discover and
Debate,” shows students how to take effective, evidence-based positions on important social issues, and
how to argue in a respectful manner that recognizes the value of different perspectives. Also available as a
digital option (courseware). Contact your rep to learn more about Discover Sociology: Core Concepts Vantage Digital Option.
From Particle Systems to Partial Differential Equations III - Patrícia Gonçalves 2016-07-16
The main focus of this book is on different topics in probability theory, partial differential equations and
kinetic theory, presenting some of the latest developments in these fields. It addresses mathematical
problems concerning applications in physics, engineering, chemistry and biology that were presented at the
Third International Conference on Particle Systems and Partial Differential Equations, held at the
University of Minho, Braga, Portugal in December 2014. The purpose of the conference was to bring
together prominent researchers working in the fields of particle systems and partial differential equations,
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book will appeal to probabilists, analysts and those mathematicians whose work involves topics in
mathematical physics, stochastic processes and differential equations in general, as well as those physicists
whose work centers on statistical mechanics and kinetic theory.

providing a venue for them to present their latest findings and discuss their areas of expertise. Further, it
was intended to introduce a vast and varied public, including young researchers, to the subject of
interacting particle systems, its underlying motivation, and its relation to partial differential equations. This
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